
OBITUARY: CLIVE SMITHERAM 
 
 

A London Cornish Rugby Football Club Legend, 
Clive Smitheram, has died recently after a  
period of failing health. The Club’s most sincere 
condolences and warmest thoughts are 
reserved for his wife Gill and the family at this 
sad time. 

 
Fifty-six years a member, Clive joined LCRFC for 
the 1966-67 season. A man who never wore his 
Cornish and Camborne credentials lightly, he 
had recently completed his Metropolitan Police 

Cadet training when he arrived at the Club’s then HQ, the Olive Branch Public House. The 
landlord and the regulars simply did not know what had hit them. Clive was larger than life 
in every respect and he could sing, loudly. The still nascent LCRFC, with its emerging 
unrivalled pub singing reputation, soon coalesced around the mass and volume of the new 
recruit from Camborne whose presence was defining both on and off the field. 
 
Quite simply for those who knew him, Clive became one of the most companionable of 
lifelong friends, seeing many through scrapes on, but more often off, the field of play. Out 
on the town with Clive in 1960’s London, he knew where to go and when, with a physical 
presence and warrant card in his back pocket keeping all safe and ensuring the restrictive 
licensing laws of the day proved no hindrance.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Clive is seen here, back row, second from left, at the wedding of Jonathan Ball in 1974 at 
The Bullers Arms in Bude with Bude Lifeboat singers and LCRFC in full song. 
 
Clive had his moment of international fame and glory, well six months actually, which 
should surely be recorded here. On 19 March 1969 in arguably the most farcical Invasion in 
the history of the British Empire, Prime Minister Harold Wilson deployed a detachment of 
22 Metropolitan Police, purportedly to quell an uprising on the British Island Territory of 
Anguilla. It was no surprise, given his size and personality, that Clive would be one of the 22 
Met Police selected to join this West Indies invasion. 
 
Not a shot was fired and the bemused Islanders greeted the invading force with copious 
welcoming tots of rum. The British Commanding officer from the frigate HMS Minerva 
offshore feared the worse when flashes of light were seen close to the policemen landing on 
the beaches, only to later establish they were the flashbulbs of the 60 strong press corps 
greeting party. Police and press then spent the next six months having a ball and filing their 
hilarious dispatches to an incredulous world! 
 
Clive and his pals enjoyed the peace and Caribbean sunshine beach life at the expense of 
both the British taxpayer and the bruised reputation of Her Majesty’s Government. The 
whole extraordinary episode being lost to history but still to this day dubbed by the press as 
the British Invasion of The Bay of Piglets 1969. 
 
This story has a charming Post Script. Clive’s return saw him harnessing a serious Bacardi 
Rum habit, which played out on subsequent visits of LCRFC to the Scillies with great hilarity. 
On one occasion while in residence at the Atlantic Hotel St Marys the following year in the 
summer of 1970, a day out on Tresco was planned. All arrived at the New Grimsby Quay, a 
400 m stroll to the New Inn pub which turned out to be the limit of the excursion. Arriving at 
the pub at lunchtime Clive asked of the landlord his estimate as to how may Bacardi shots 
remained in the optics bottle. About 8 was the response, to which Clive confirmed the 
purchase. The landlord started setting up the glasses for the group. ‘IN ONE GLASS’ growled 
Clive. The boat trip home to St Marys was both memorable and challenging. 
 
In the second week a Royal Navy Submarine visited the Islands. An invitation for the Captain 
and Officers to join the London Cornish gathering to have a drink on them at their Hotel was 
warmly accepted. With the late-night residents and their guests ‘locked in’, the evening was 
roaring when suddenly the door burst open and an inebriated rating with a supporter stood 
there, hell bent on attacking one of the senior RN Officer guests. Junior Officers urged them 
both to go, spelling out the serious consequences of striking an Officer. All to no avail. In the 
pregnant silence that followed, Clive’s extraordinary authority and professionalism was 
suddenly evident for all to see. Standing there in his flip flops, Bermuda Shorts and signature 
loud Caribbean shirt, he looked the miscreant piercingly in the eye, pointed his finger and 
growled ‘GET BACK!’. The rating ignored this demand and took off to strike the Officer. Clive 
took one pace forward and swung his forearm with the full force of his huge frame into the 
midriff of the advancing rating. His body contorted, his feet left the floor and cartoon like he 
flew across the room hitting the back wall then sliding to the floor winded and motionless. ‘I 
SAID GET BACK‘ growled our hero Clive, who then picked up his Bacardi and restarted his 
interrupted conversation. 



 
None of us present had seen anything like this in our lives 
and in that moment, we saw writ large the Clive that was to 
have his distinguished professional career in public service 
rising to election as the Mayor of Epsom & Ewell, as 
witnessed by the handsome tributes for all to see from his 
Council colleagues on the Internet. 
 
We have all lost a fellow member whose knowing was to be 
life enriching. LCRFC has lost one of its true legends. 
Humanity has lost an endearing man full of fun who has 
dedicated his life to the wellbeing of his fellow man, 

fearless when it mattered and someone who stood out in the crowd for all the right 
reasons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Goodbye old chum. Thanks for the miles of smiles we shared along life’s journey with you.  
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